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(54) SR ALIGNER 

(57)Abstract: 
PURPOSE: To eliminate interference between SR light and an aligner, by 
installing a swinging means for swinging an alignment mirror, and a timing 
control means for swinging the swinging means synchronously with mirror 
vibration, and retreating the alignment mirror fiom a scanning r^on so as 
to correspond with SR light scanning. 
CONSTrrunON: An alignment mirror control part 16 which controls an 
alignment part 13 for detecting the position of a mask, and a timing control 
part 17 which controls the operation timing of the alignment mirror control 
part 16 are installed. A mask 18 is irradiated with SR light via a vibration 
mirror part 11 and a scanning slit part 12. The position of an alignment 
mirror is detected by an capacitance sensor and fedback to the alignment 
mirror control part 16. The alignment mirror control part 16 retreats the 
alignment mirror from an SR light scanning region, in accordance with an 
alignment mirror position command signal fiom the timing control part 17, 
and a detection signal fiom the capacitance sensor. 
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* NOTICES* 
Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This dcxjument has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely. 
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim l] The reflective mirror which reflects band-hke SR hght, and an oscillating means to carry out 
rotational vibration of this reflective mirror as a core of a revolution of a predetermined revolving shaft, and 
to make said SR Hght scan, It is SR aUgner which has an alignment means to locate a mask in the scan field 
of said SR Hght. In SR aHgner which has the chromatic-aberration duplex focal optical system in which said 
aUgnment means contains the ahgnment mirror projected in said scan field SR aligner characterized by 
establishing a splash means to make said aUgnment mirror rock, and a timing-control means to make said 
splash means rock synchronizing with an oscillation of said mirror, and making it evacuate said alignment 
mirror fit)m said scan field corresponding to the scan of said SR Hght. 
[Claim 2] SR aHgner of claim 1 characterized by establishing a sHding means to sHde this sHt in the 
predetermined direction while being on the optical path of said SR Ught and preparing the sHt which 
specifies the width of &ce of said SR light for the lower stream of a river of said mirror, and the upstream of 
said mask, and the sHt control means which this sHding means is synchronized with said mirror, and 
controls it. 
[Claim 3] SR aHgner of claim 1 characterized by preparing the sHt which is on the optical path of said SR 
light, and specifies the width of &ce of said SR Hght for the upstream of said mirror. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 
[0001] 
(Industrial AppHcation] Especially this invention relates to SR aHgner equipped with chromatic-aberration 
duplex focal optical system as alignment equipment which performs location detection of a mask about SR 
aHgner. 
[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art] As equipment which imprints the pattern of a mask, SR aHgner which uses 
synchrotron radiation CSR hght) as an exposiue medium is in the resist appHed on the semi-conductor wafer. 
The intensity distribution of SR light are horizontally vmiform, and it is large, and becomes narrow Graussian 
distribution at the vertical approach. That is, SR Hght is a band"Hke Hght extended horizontaUy. So, in SR 
aHgner, in order to extend an exposure field, incidence of the SR l^ht is aslant carried out to a mirror, a 
mirror is vibrated, and SR Hght is scanned perpendicularly. 
[0003] SR Hght reflected by the mirror is irradiated on a wafer through a mask. Here, the location of a mask 
must be located in the position to a wafer. Alignment equipment is used for this aHgnment. In the exposure 
using SR Hght, a very high precision is needed for the aHgnment of a mask. For example, when 
manufacturing 1GB of highly-integrated memory ficom 256MB, the position error of a mask and a wafer 
must be set to 0.02 to 0.05x10 * 6 or less m. There is alignment equipment which used the 
chromatic-aberration duplex fixal optical system of "the location detection equipment which has a double 
focus using axial overtone aberration" indicated by JP,5-4601,B as an approach of realizing this. 
[0004] The schematic diagram of the aHgnment equipment which used chromatic-aberration duplex focal 
optical system for drawing 7 (a) is shown. This alignment equipment has two or more (drawing two pieces) 
chromatic-aberration duplex focal optical system 72 which has arranged the minor 71 at a head as 



alignment optical system. It is fixed to the movable base (not shown) holding a mask 73, and this alignment 
optical system moves in one with a mask 73 in the upper part of a wafer 74. As shown in drawing 7 (b), in 
wafer 74 fitont fece, the exposure field 75 is arranged at the predetermined spacing, and the mark 76 is 
formed in the field between the exposxire fields 75 (scribe hne," 100x10 to 6 m ****). Alignment optical system 

detects this mark 76, and determines a mask location. 

[0005] 
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In order to prevent interference with SR Ught, the ahgnment 

optical system using the conventional chromatic-aberration duplex focal optical system is arranged so that it 
may have an inclination to SR Ught. However, it approaches dramatically, and is prepared and the mirror 
attached at the head has ejection or the trouble of interfering with SR light in the e^osure field (scan field) 
of SR Ught 
[0006] The above-mentioned trouble is solvable by keepiag away a rairror from, an exposure field. However, 
when a mirror is kept away fix)m an exposure field, the mark on a wafer must also be kept away from an 
e^iposure field. That is, the width of fiice of a scribe line must be eiqpanded. And 104 of the width of fiioe 
(100x10 to about 6) of the scribe line needed in the case of ******** and wafer cutting if width of feoe of a 
scribe Une is not set to 1-1.5mm in order to remove the effect of a mirror thoroughly It becomes more than 
twice. Therefore, aggravation of the yield wiU be caused if it is goiag to solve the above-mentioned problem by 
such approach. Moreover, it is ******** if the aUgnment equipment of the equipment (for example, optical 
stepper) used at other processes does not add modification, either. 
[0007] Moreover, although the approach of evacuating aUgnment equipment can be considered during 
e3q)osure as an approach of solving the above-mentioned trouble, when relative-position gap of a mask and a 
wafer arises in the long exposure time (l-30sec), it wiU not be able to respond, but lowering of exposure 
precision wiQ be caused. 
[0008] This invention aims at offering SR aUgner fix)m which interference with SR Ught and aUgnment 
equipment is removable, without causing aggravation of the yield, and lowering of exposiuie precision. 

[0009] 
[Means for Solving the Problem] An oscillating means according to this invention to carry out rotational 
vibration of the reflective mirror which reflects band-Uke SR Ught, and this reflective mirror as a core of a 
revolution of a predetermined revolving shaft, and to make said SR Ught scan. It is SR al^ner which has an 
aUgnment means to locate a mask in the scan field of said SR light. In SR aligner which has the 
chromatic-aberration duplex focal optical system in which said al^nment means contains the al^nment 
mirror projected in said scan field A splash means to make said aUgnment mirror rock, and a timiag-control 
means to make said splash means rock synchronizing with an oscillation of said mirror are established. SR 
aUgner characterized by making it evacuate said aUgnment mirror fix>m said scan field corresponding to the 
scan of said SR light is obtained. 
[0010] 
[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is e>q)lained with reference to a drawing. SR aUgner of 
one example of this invention is shown in drawing 1. The oscillating mirror section 11 in which SR aUgner of 
this example reflects SR Ught (synchrotron radiation), The scanning sUt section 12 which restricts the width 
of fece of SR Ught, and the aUgnment section 13 which performs location detection of a mask. The osdllating 
mirror control section 14 which controls the oscillating mirror section, and the scanning sUt control section 15 
which controls the scanning sUt section. It has the aUgnment mirror control section 13 which controls the 
aUgnment section 13, and the oscillating mirror control section 14, the scanning mirror control section 15 
and the timing control section 17 that controls the timing of the alignment mirror control section 16 of 
operation. In this SR aUgner, SR %ht from SR ring (not shown) which is the light source is irradiated by the 
mask 18 through the oscillating mirror section 11 and the scanning sUt section 12, and SR Ught which 
passed the mask 18 is irradiated by the fix>nt fece of a wafer 19. 
[0011] Hereafter, with reference to drawing 1 and drawing 2 thru/or drawing 5 , the detail of this SR aUgner 
and actuation are explained. First, the oscillating mirror section 11 is explained with reference to drawing 1 
and drawing 2 . The oscillating mirror section 11 has the oscillating mirror 22 fixed to the interior of the 
oscillating mirror box 21, the voice coU motor 23, and the electrostatic-capacity position sensor 24, as shown 
in drawing 2 . The oscillating mirror 22 is a glass mirror by which Pt coat was carried out, and the end is 



being fixed to the oscillating mirror box 21 through the revolution hinge 25. Moreover, the head of the 
oscillating section 26 of a voice coil motor 23 is connected to the tooth back of the oscillating mirror 22 
through the revolution hinge 27. 
[0012] The oscillating section 26 of a voice coil motor 23 vibrates in the direction (the direction of a verticaO 
shown by the arrow head A according to the driving signal of t^e oscillating mirror actuation ampUfier 28 of 
the osdllating mirror control section 14. This oscillation is given to the oscillating mirror 22 through the 
revolution hinge 26, and the oscillating mirror 22 sets a revolving shaft as the revolution hinge 25, and 
carries out rotational vibration. Therefore, SR Ught reflected by the osdllating mirror 22 is scanned in the 
direction of a vertical (shaken in the direction of arrowhead B). A scan speed and a scanning pattern are 
controlled so that SR light intensity distribution become uniform in the exposure field on a wafer 19. In this 
way, it becomes possible to expose the field of 20-40rmn arovmd using SR Ught Scorn the Ught source whose 
horizontal width of £ice the width of fece of the direction of a vertical is several mm (about 2mm), and is 
dozens of mm. Here, the location of the oscillating mirror 22 is detected by the electrostatic-capacity position 
sensor 24, and the oscillating mirror control section 14 outputs the above-mentioned driving signal based on 
the mirror location command signal &om the timir^ control section 17, and the detecting signal fix>m the 
electrostatic-capacity position sensor 24. 
[0013] Next, the scanning sUt section 12 is explained with reference to drawing 1 and drawing 3 . In addition, 
the scanning sUt section 12 shown in drawing 3 is drawing which looked at the scanning sUt section of 
drawing 1 Scorn the left. 
[0014] The scanning sUt section 12 is attached in the stage 32 attached in the Unear guide 31 possible 
[ sUding 1, and a stage 32, and has the Unear potentiometer 36 which detects the sUt blade 34 which adjusts 
the width of fiice of the direction of a vertical of the transparency aperture 33 established in the stage 32, the 
voice coil motor 35 which vibrates a stage 32 in the direction of a vertical, and the location of a stage. 
[0015] The scanning sUt control section 15 suppUes a sUt driving signal to a voice coil motor 35 based on the 
sUt location command signal from the timing control section 17, and the sUt location detecting signal finom 
the linear potentiometer 36. The sUt location command signal fix>m the timing control section 17 
synchronizes with an oscillating mirror location command signal, and, thereby, a stage 32 sUdes in the 
direction of a vertical (the direction of arrowhead C) sjmchronizing with an oscillation of the oscillating 

mirror 22. Therefore, the width of ftice of the direction of a vertical is restricted, without SR Ught reflected by 
the oscillating mirror 22 having a scan barred. 
[0016] Next, the aUgnment section 13 is explained with reference to drawing 1, drawing 4 , and drawing 5 . 
The aUgnment section 13 has the mask holder 42 arranged in the center by opening of the aUgnment base 41 
which has opening, and the aUgnment base 41, and two or more alignment optical system 43 fixed to the 
aUgnment base 41 so that it might have an inclination to opening. 
[0017] The aUgnment optical system 43 has the aUgnment mirror 44 for making the incidence of the %ht for 
aUgnment carry out at the head at right angles to a mask. This aUgnment mirror 44 is being fixed to the 
alignment optical system 43 through the elastic hinge amplification device 45. Moreover, the include angle is 
adjusted so that the beam of Ught for location detection may carry out incidence of the aUgnment mirror 
vertically to a mask. 
[0018] The elastic hinge amplification device 45 has the PZT component 46 as the actuator. The enlarged 
drawing of this elastic hinge amplification device 45 is shown in drawing 5 . If an electrical potential 
difiference is impressed to the PZT component 46, the PZT component 46 wiU be extended in the direction of 
arrow-head a. The arm 51 connected to the PZT component 46 is pushed in the direction of arrow-head b, 
and incUnes the elastic hinge 52 to the supporting point. According to an inclination, the head moves the arm 
52 which is foUowing the arm 51 to an arm 51 in the direction of arrow-head c. An arm 53 is puUed by the 
arm 52 at the lefl; of drawing. Therefore, an arm 53 incUnes in the direction of arrowhead d by using the 
elastic hinge 54 as the supporting point. By the arm 33, the arm 55 in which the aUgnment mirror 44 was 
arranged is pulled by the lefi; of drawing, and inclines in the direction of arrow-head e by using the elastic 
hinge 56 as the supporting point. Thus, the aUgnment mirror 44 is evacuated from SR Ught-scanning field. 
[0019] The location of the aUgnment mirror 44 is detected by the electrostatic*capacity sensor which is not 
illustrated, and is fed back to the aUgnment mirror control section 16. The alignment control section 16 
evacuates the aUgnment mirror 44 fixjm SR light-scanning field acoordii^ to the aUgnment mirror location 



command signal fix)m the timing control section 17, and the detecting signal fix>m an electrostaticcapadty 
sensor. The alignment mirror location command signal from the timing control section 17 is outputted 
synchronizing with an osdUating mirror location command signal, and evacuation is performed 
synchronizing with the scan of SR Ught. That is, when the ahgnment mirror 44 iaterferes with SR Hght, the 
alignment section 13 evacuates a mirror 44, interrupts location detection of a mask, but when not interferiag, 
it performs location detection of a mask. Therefore, even if it is under e:q)osi&re, a location gap of a mask 18 
and a wafer 19 is detectable, 
[0020] In addition, according to arrangement of the velocity of vibration of the exposure time and the 
osdUating mirror 22, an oscillating pattern and vibration frequency, and the alignment section 13, and the 
size of an exposure field, the timing control section 17 mentioned above is the determined timing, and 
outputs a mirror location command signal, a sUt location command signal, and alignment mirror 1 command 
s^nal. 

[0021] Moreover, although the scanning sht section 12 attached and explained to the example which restricts 
the width of &ce of SR Hght in the above-mentioned example, you may make it form a sUt 61 in the 
preceding paragraph of the oscillating mirror section 11, as shown in drawing 6 . In this case, since it is not 
necessary to sUde a sht 61, it is not necessary to prepare a scanning sht control section, and a configuration 
becomes simple. 
[0022] 
[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, the aUgnment mirror of the ahgnment section using 
chromatic-aberration duplex focal optical system is made to rock, and interference of SR hght and the 
alignment section can be prevented by having made it evacuate an ahgnment mirror 6com the scan field of 
SRhght. 
[0023] Moreover, even if it is under exposure, a location gap of a mask and a wafer can be detected, and 
exposme precision can be raised because evacuation of an alignment mirror is s3mchronized with an 
oscillation of an oscillating mirror and it was made to perform it. 
[0024] Fxirthermore, a mix and match with other equipments is not spoiled, without causing lowering of 
productivity, since it is not necessary to expand the width of &ce of a scribe line. 
[0025] Using a sht, with having restricted the width of fece of SR hght, the optical intensity distribution of 
SR hght become homogeneity, and exposmie precision improves further again. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 
[Drawing l] It is the schematic diagram of one example of this invention. 
[Drawing 2] It is drawing showing the detail of the oscillating minor section used fer SR aligner of drawing 
1. 
[Drawing 3l It is drawing showing the detail of the scanning sht section used for SR ahgner of drawing 1. 
[Drawing 4] It is drawing showing the detail of the ahgnment section used for SR ahgner of drawing 1. 
[Drawings] It is the enlarged drawing of the elastic hinge amplification device used for the alignment 
section of drawing 4. 
[Drawing 6] It is the schematic diagram of other examples of this invention. 
[Drawing 7] It is the schematic diagram and (b) wafer top view of (a) ahgnment eqiupment for explaining 
conventional alignment equipment. 
[Description of Notations] 
11 Oscillating Mirror Section 
12 Scanning Sht Section 
13 Alignment Section 
14 Oscillating Mirror Control Section 
15 Scanning Sht CJontrol Section 



16 Alignment Mirror Control Section 
17 Timing Control Section 
18 Mask 

19 Wafer 
21 Oscillating Mirror Box 
22 Oscillating Mirror 
23 Voice Coil Motor 

24 Electrostatic-Capacity Position Sensor 
25 Revolution Hinge 
26 Oscillating Section 
27 Revolution Hinge 

28 Oscillating Mirror Actuation Amplifier 
31 Linear Guide 
32 Stage 
33 Transparency ^ertuie 
34 Slit Blade 
35 Voice Coil Motor 
36 Linear Potentiometer 
41 Alignment Base 
42 Mask Holder 

43 Alignment Optical System 
44 Alignment Mirror 
45 Elastic Hinge Amplification Device 
46 PZT Component 
71 Mirror 
72 Chromatic-Aberration Duplex Focal Optical System 
73 Mask 
74 Wafer 
75 Exposure Field 
76 Mark 

* NOTICES* 
Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely. 
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 
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